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GENERATE PROPOSAL

Automatically generate and 

send personalized proposals

CONFIGURE PRODUCTS 

AND SERVICES

Use various data sources

that you would like to unify

to create your catalogue

PRICE

Create complex 

pricing rules

QUOTE

Guided selling allows 

to create quote in a 

couple of clicks

NEGOTIATE

Easily edit quote 

conditions, provide 

discounts while still 

controlling healthy margins

APPROVE

Create notification 

system to make 

management 

approval process 

faster

CREATE AN ORDER

Automatically push the 

quote to your ERP

Key functionalities of the CPQ

Accuracy and speed are crucial for great customer journeys. Deals

no longer need to be held up by a lengthy quote process –

Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ) technology automates it. CPQ is a

powerful sales tool that enables companies to produce precise and

highly configured sales quotes for customers — especially in

complex sales transactions.

Configure Price Quote (CPQ)

T R A N S F O R M I N G  C U S T O M E R  E X P E R I E N C E



1 Your sales reps spend too much time building quotes

Extremely costly errors in your pricing and quote process

Over-discounting & Overcomplicated discount negotiation process

Inability to access the platform online

You use several data sources that you would like to unify5

4
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26%
26% more sales 

reps achieving 

their yearly quota.
13%

CPQ reduces the 

number of quote 

revisions by 13% due 

to less errors, less 

over-discounting

5%

Increase in total 

revenue

19%

Higher lead 

conversion rate

27%

Shorter sales 

cycle

49%

More quotes 

sent per rep

234%

Average return on 

investment

Want to learn more how to start generating 

better and faster deals?

Visit   www.clarity.cx

or contact us: hello@clarity.cx

Average KPI improvements after CPQ implementation

5 signs that you need CPQ

http://www.clarity.cx
mailto:hello@clarity.cx

